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Various methods of measuring microwave cavity Q, are
dlscussedp with {particular attention being given to their
potential accuracy and simplicity^
A heterodyne marker system using a calibrated ci*ystal




The Sperry Gyroscope Company has a contract with the
Army Signal Corps to measure the surface resistivity of a
number of materials with a variety of surface finishes in the
fXHjquency range of 1 to I|.0 Siacc The materials will be
standard alloys of such motals as Iron, stoel, nickel, stainless
steely brass, silver, nlchrome, manganin, silicon, etCo The
specific alloys to be tested will be selected on the basis
of their probable usefulness • The purpose of this program
Is to obtain sufficient data so that common matorials pre-
vlously neglected can be used intelligently in the design
of microwave components
«
The experimental work consists of a study of measuring
techniques followed by the actual resistivity measurement at
ten frequencies in the above-mentioned range i?
Methods of Measuring Surface Resistivity;
lo Attenuation Methods:
Surface resistivity can be obtained by the moasuz»ement
of the attenuation of a length of waveguide fabricated from the
material (Reference l)^'*o
2. Cavity Q Methods
t
Alternatively the material may be used to build a
single microwave cavity, the Q of which is measured o The
surface resistivity of the sample can then be calculated using




the Q datao When long pieces of homoheneous rectangular
or circular tubing with various cross-sectional sizes are
available in the desired matorlals, the attenuation method
is a slii?)l0 and straightforward way of measuring surface
reslstlvltyo Howeverp the cavity Q technique has the advantage
of requiring a rouch smaller quantity of the saii5)le material^
and for this reason it Is to be used*
Beck and Dawson used a coaxial line cavity for their
surface resistivity measurements at 9 Kmc» (Figure 1)^ 'o The
heart of this type of cavity is the coin silver tube which
becomes the outer conductor of a coaxial line when the specimen
is inserted* By varying the specimen lengths, the resonant
frequency of the cavity is changed© Thus, many materials .
may be tested over a large band of frequencies without altering
the basic cavity. When the wave propagated down the coaxial
line comes to the end of the specimen it sees a circular
waveguide operating below cutoff* The tube is made long enough
3o that essentially no energy can leak out of the ends© The
ends are loft open to permit inse3?tlon and removal of tho
specimens, which are wires supported at voltage nulls by
polyfoam beads* The ratio of tube to spoclmon diameter is made
large so that almost all of the loss occurs In the specimeno
Tho outer conductor loss and the coupling Q, can be measured
so that the value of the unloaded Q, required for the surface
resistivity calculatlonp is obtainable from the value of the
loaded Q, This type of cavity is excellent for this i^ork
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except at the very shoz*t wavelezigths, v^ere the tube dimensions
are so small that tolerances, eccentricities , etc«9 become
troublesomeo Two of these coaxial type cavities have been
constructed« One, having coaxial feed lines , is designed
to operate at frequencies of 1 to 1|. £mco Ttie other, having
RG-^O/a (1-l/a" X 3A") waveguide feed lines. Is designed
to operate at frequencies of ko^ *o 8o5 Kmc» Rectangular
cavities for the froquoncies between 8.^ to kO Kmc will be
used* The value of Q for the different samples will range
from 200 to 2000 at a frequency of 7»8 Kmc, and the power
transmission ratio will vary between -20 and -^0 db. It is
hoped to doteimine tho unloaded Q with an accuracy of ±$
percent*
Methods of Measuring Cavity Qi
The Q of an oscillatory system is defined as follov/ss
total energy stored in the system
Q = (1)
energy dissipated per radian
A cavity has an infinite number of modes of oscillation,
and can be roprocented by an n-nesh Poster equivalent circuit
(3)
with n = 00 • However, if the nodes are well separated,
and the cavity losses are not too high, in the region of one
of the resonant modes the susceptance contributions of the
other nodes can be ignored and the equivalent circuit reduced
to a simple RLC circuit « This leads to the use of the





f^ = resonant frequency
Af = f3?0quency differonco between the two points
on either side of f© where the transmitted
poller has dropped to P times the value at
resonancoa
P =5 a number between and 1 which defines the
power level at xirhich the ^f is measured©
Is Pulse Decrement Method:
The pulse decrement method of measuring Q is based
on the first definition'^'* When a pulsed rof« signal
at the resonant frequency is passed through a cavity, the
build-up and decay of the pulse is a function of the s;* Prom
equation 1 it can be shown that the decay is in accordance
with tlie following relationship:
2:rcfot
W = Wo e~^ (3)
W = energy in the system at tine = t
V/o = energy in the system at time s o
For the favorable condition of a Q of 1000 at a frequency of
1 i^c the rate of decay is 27 o3 db/raicrosocondo This presents
a difficult iiioasurement problemo

All of the other known raethods of measuring Q depend
upon making observations at a frequency differing from the
resonant frequency by an accurately known amount • As can be
seen frori equation 2^ the accuracy of the Q determination can
be no bettor than the accuracy of the measured frequency
difference • If the frequency difference is to bo obtained by
subtraction of two measured r,fo frequencies, the measurement
accTiracy must bo of the order of 2Q times the required accuracy
of the Q determlnationo The observations made at these points
may bo either relative power transmission, in^edance measure-
ments, or the shape of the response curve© As input impedance
at microwave frequencies is measured x/ith an irapedance meter
(standing wave indicator), this also reduces to a relative
signal level detonninationo
Relative signal levels of low power signals at
microwave frequencies may be measured by a number of lojans,
the most common which make use of crystals, bolometers or
calibrated atteiiuatorso The calibrated attenuator of course
depends upon the use of a more fundamental method in its
calibrationo A microwave attenuator of small total insertion
loss may be calibrated against a precision IP attenuator to
an accuracy several times as great as the accuracy of the
standard itself by using the shorted lino input standing
wave ratio method'^'* If the attenuator is of the metallized
glass type and of a good mechanical design, it should be
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posslblo to ro&d attenuafcion difforonces to a few hundredths
of a dbo An error of OoOl^ db in the level meaaurenont iidll
produce an error of about 1 percent In the *i determinationo
It has been clo.iiued that barretters can be made to exhibit
a change in resistance which is directly proportional to
the change in power Ic/ol (square law operation) to within
±1 percent, although this is open to some question© They have
an upper frequency response of only about ^00 cps howevor^
and a sensitivity of about 1^.0 Mv per milliwatt^ °'o As they
are operated with a heavy d-c bias, the match to the line
does not change appreciably with changing power level
o
Crystals are much more sensitive than barretters
«
For instance, a 11132 crystal with a 3o9 K ohra load delivers
the some voltage output liith about 13 db less input powero
They are not, however, as reliably square lavi devices as are
barretters, and they become mismatched with relatively small
changes in power level « It has been found that the type
1N32 is one of the bettor crystals as far as consistency of
detector law is concemedo Figure 2 shows the results of some
crystal studies at Sperry» It was tht> belief of che
investigator that the deviation from square law at the low
power actually represented an error in his measurement technique©
2a Impedance Me6hoda :
The types of Q determination which make use of impedance
measurements require that the cavity being measua^ed terminate
the lineo They are therefore not applicable to this problemo
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3*« Inflection Point Methodt
A method of Q mdasuremont known as the inflection
point raothod is belnc developed at Sperry. It makes use of
the fact that the second derivative of tho response curve
vanishes at a point on either side of the resonant frequoncyo
As has boon pointed out by Rodor and others, a tuned circuit
will act as a demodulator for frequency rnodulation if tho center
froqiency of the signal is somewhat displaced from the
resonant frequency of the tuned circuit^''© Due to the
curvature of tho response, in general, the doiiodulation is
accomplished by harmonic distortion of the modulating fre^
quency. The amount of second harmonic distortion should be at
a minimum when the carrier frequency is centered at the
vanishing point of taio second derivativoo A highly selective
amplifier tuned to tho second harmonic of the modulating
frequency is used as the indicator following the detector
«
Two modulating frequencies iTiay be used and the selective
arapllfier tuned to the sum or difference intermodulation product©
The large amount of noise free gain required to obtain a
precise raeasuiomont, the required stability and purity of the
modulated and modulating signals, and tho dependence upon
the law of the detector ar© limitations of the system as it
now exists o If a linear' detector is used, the inflection
points are fq/ VIq' cycles apart but, if detection law is
two the inflection points are fo/V3Q cycles aparto This
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means that a crystal dotector can introduce an error in this
dotorraination Just as when it is used as a pox'jer level
indicatoro Bie use of a barretter as a detector is squeezed
between a low upper cutoff frequency and the difficulty of
obtaining the re^iUired selectivity at low frequencies, with
the added disadvantage of being much more insensitive than a
crystal • Due to the smaller "^f", the accuracy of the
absolute frequency measurement before subtraction must be
even greater than with more conventional methods
»
i|.e Sweep Frequency Marker Methodst
Several methods have been developed for measuring
the "Af" directly, rather than as a difference between two
quantities^"'. All of these methods make use of a swept
frequency oscillator whose frequency excursion includes the
response of the cavity under teste If the output of a
detector following the cavity is applied to the Y axis of an
oscilloscope and a voltage proportional to the frequency
sweep is applied to the X axis, the resulting pattern will b©
the response of the cavity as distorted by the detector,
the Y amplifier, and non-correspondence between the frequency
sweep and the voltage sweep to the cathode ray tube. Frequency
markers may now be applied to the response pattern and adjusted
to occur at identifiable points* These markers may be
generated by heterodyne or modulation methodSo
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In the modulation method a semplo of the sWept oscillator
frequency is mixed i;ith another oscillator signal of about the
same frequency, which is frequency modulated at a rate equal
to the "«^f" or a sub-multiple thereof• The output of the
mixer is amplified by a zero beat audio an^lifier and the
output applied to the X, Y or Z axis of the oscilloscope
o
The "i^f" detoiiaination then reduces to the determination
of the frequency of the modulating signal.
In the heterodyne method the sara^ is mixed vjith a
stable CW signal and the output amplified by a highly solective
communications recoiver« The roceivor has an output, when
tuned to a given frequency, whenever the swept oscillator is
that frequency above or below the stable oscillator,.. The
frequency dlfferonco between the marl-ars is then twice the
frequency to which the rocoivar is tuned,
$» Sweep Frequency Comparison Methods^
The response curve as displayed on the oscilloscope may
be compared with another response curve displayed on the same
tube© The second response curve may be generated in either
a single detector or a two detector system (Figures 3 and li-)o
In both systems the frequency excursion of the swept
oscillator is moved intact to the IF frequencyo As the mixer
is a linear device tho relative power during the frequency
sweep remains the same on the IP side of the mixer as it is
on rafo sldoo To obtain coincident response curves, the Q

of the IP circiiit must bo adjustoel so that its Q is equal
to the cavity Q times the ratio of IP to r.f« resonant fre-
quencioe. 5ho Q of the IP standard, may then bo raeasured by
conventional loxij frequency methods. Different distortion
in the two channels ig a possibio source of error in the
two detector raethod,
fha single detector method atteiapts to overcome the
above difficulty by re-combining th© signals ahead of the
detector or any nonlinear device*^^.
Selection of
.
the Methods to be Used;
Measuring frequencies to an accuracy of one part in
100,000 li^plies a crystal controllod standard. As no such
frequency standard was available to this group in the fore-
seeable future a sweep frequency system had to be used. It
was decided to try a raarker system first then check the
resultfr with the- single detector coir^arison system. HetorodjnEie
taarkora were chosen, because it was felt that it would be
easier to stabilize the beating oscillator if it wore not
nodulated.
Heterodyne - Iferker System;
The ec-iuipaaent shown in figure ^ was assouiblad.
The sweep generator is frem a microwave spectrometer system
modified to giva a sweep with a maximum amplitude of 120 volts
and a minimum recurrence frequency of 8-I/3 cps. The kl^fcron
powe? supply is a Hicroline Model W.l with th© impedance of
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the ciodulation input circuit increased to 1 megohm to decrease
the loadinc on tho sweep generatoro The blocking oscillator
tube of the internal modulation generator in this unit was
also removed to decrease noise. The swept oscillator is a
SR0-14.3X klystron having a povjer out,;Ut of about 1 watt.. The
waveraeter is a Ilicrolino model 208 with an absolute accuracy
of Ool percento The variable attenuator is a Microllne model
216 with an attenuation range of 2-20 dbo The directional
coupler is a Ilicroline model 209 x-Jhlch was calibrated at
7o76 Kmc using a wattmeter bridgeo Tho coupling was found
to be 2l|.o3 dbo The detecting section is a Hlcrolino model
206 which has an adjustable short behind the detector mount*
Either a crystal or a barretter may be used in this sectiona
The preamplifier is tho first stage of a General Radio model Tli^A
amplifier with the input coupling capacitor increased from
O.Olj. microfarads to 2 microfaradSo This reduces the lower
cutoff frequency to about OoOl\. cps« The voltage gain is about
2O0 The cathode ray oscilloscope is a Dumont type 30i^.n having
a ^CPl-A tube (medium porsistonce screen) « The maximum vertical
deflection sensitivity is 3o5 millivolts per inch» The input
aziiplifier tubes were picked to obtain the minirmnn hum pickup
with maximum gain Uhen the amplifier is properly balancedo
The coaxial mixer is a Ilicrolino model 338 o This is not the
correct mixer for tho 7 Kmc band but it is satisfactory as
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tho sigiial is woll abovo the nolso lovel. The beating
oscillator is a 21{1\1\. operated at tho verj top of its frequoncy
range o Although a well regulated power supply Is used for
the ??K>i)|.» it was found necessary to add a two section RC
filter to the repeller circuit, liJach section consists of
a 1 megohm resistor and a Oo5 microfarad capacitor^ The
coEDiunlcations receiver is a National IIR0-7Ro
lo Level Determinations
It was originally planned to obtain and calibrate
a procislon atteniator, howevor, ao such attenuator was
available in RG-50/u waveguide and none would be available
for several raonthSc It was then decided to use a 1N32 crystal
and operate in the square law regione
The reading of the oscilloscope is the source of
measuroraent error other than system error in the level
detormination,! An effort wis made to evaluate tills error by
putting a 60 cycle signal on the oscilloscope and adjusting
the signal level for a 3" deflection* The signal was then
measured with a Dallantlne model 300 VTVI4 with a stated
accuracy of ±2 percent o Prom six observations, the m6an
deviation from tho maan value was O^l^ percent o The greatest
deviation was 1.25 percent* It was concluded that level
readings could be made on the oscilloscope with a precision
of at least ±2 percent.
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The sources of system error in the level determination
are the following:
lo Ca^ystal not exhibiting a linear power input
voltage output characteristic <>
2, Power variations over the frequency sweep©
3« Nonlinearities in the aiipliflero
Toward the end of the work period after the failure
of the independent method, it was decided to calibrate the
crystal undor conditions as nearly like its actual operating
conditions as possible* To do this the SRC-l|.3X was operated
without modulation into an impedance meter followed by a
soldered short circuit o About 3 or I^. db paddinjs was used
between the tube and the Impedance meter© The probe output
was applied to the waveguide detecting section througji a
double stub tuner and a waveguide to coaxial adaptero 1!hQ
crystal load consisted of a mlcroanmioter and enough additional
resistance to bring the total load up to 3 •9 K, Tho efficiency
of the short was chocked by adjusting the probe coupling for
5o microamperes at a maximum point, then exploring the nrills
with a meter capable of detecting a current of 0«0Q^ microamperes «,
No deflection could be noted at a null. Assuming the crystal
to be approximately a square law device, the power standing
wave ratio in the guide is greater than I4.0 db* The short
can thus be considered to be perfect. The relative power





Pp =5 relative power picked up by the probe as a
function of Its position along the lino
Gp a conductance introduced Into the line by the
probe (couplinc coefficient of the probe)
Bp = susceptance introduced Into the line by the
probe
9 = distance betvjeen the probe and a point on the
line where the perfect short has been trans«
formed into a perfect open circuit
Bp =» and Gp < 4 1
1
P„ = -« = 1/2 + 1/2 cos 29 (5)
^ H-tan29
Bp loakes the curve asyimaetrical and Gp
introduces a vertical distortion^ o G was measured as
the ratio of the incident power to the power picked up by
the probe with a wattmeter bridge after adjusting the double
stub tuner for a maxlmiam transfer of power. Gp was found
to bo «I|.0 db for the largest crystal current to be measured
and therefore does not affect the shape of the curve by a




tunod for maxliaun output Bp should also be sioallo This was
verified by the fact that no distortion of the curve could
be detected* Current readings were taken over two guide
wavelengths starting with peak readings of 2^8 10 2ai|. and
Oo5 microaiapereSo The short behind the crystal was adjusted
for a maxiriura reading at the peak values at the start of each
run and was not touched after that« Figures 6^ 7* 8 and 9
are the curves of current (voltage) vs© power-? level « The
microammeter sensitivity was adjusted to make each peak value
a full scale reading. The meter scale was 100 millimeters
long graduated with millimeter marks so it could be read to
a precision of ±0o2 percent of the full scale reading* ThQ
impedance meter could be reset with a precision of ±0*0^ 'JBo,
which represents ±0o3l|- degrees at the guide wavolengtho The
guide wavelength could be obtained to a high precision by
measuring the distance betweoM corresponding points on the
steep part of the curve several half wavelengths apart but
it was difficult to locate the nulls as they are quite broad©
Howevorj, if an error is made in locating the null, all of
the data from points on the generator side of a null shoiild
fall on one side of the true curve and all of the data from
points on the short side of the null should fall an equal
distance on the other side of the true curve. The obsei»ved
data can thus be corrected to eliminate this erroro It vjould
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appear that an error of as much as 20 pei'cent will be made
at a hi^ signal lovol and ^ porcont at a relatively low
signal level if it is asstmad that the crystal will give
a linear power to voltage conversiono Using these correction
curves the error from this source should be reduced to
within +1 percent
o
A source of error is the fact that a klystron does
not supply constant power as the frequency is shifted*
A correction for this effect is obtained by centering the
response on the mode before starting the determination then
measuring the relative drop of the mode in the interval of
the chosen "^f" o This can be done with a barretter or
a calibrated crystal to the same precision that the response
curve is read©
Ihe gain linearity of the preamplifier oscilloscope
combination xms checked using a Ballantine model 300 VTV14
and a 60 cycle signal o For most gain settings no distortion
could be observed however , when distortion is observed at a
particular gain setting it can be included as a correction
to the computation so that errors from this source should
be within ±2 percent*
2o "£^^* Determinations
To measure the precision of the "Af*'^ deterrainationp
a "Af" of about 6o8 Mcs. corresponding to a certain interval
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on the oscilloscope was ineacured 10 times by varying the
receiver tuningo The nean deviation from the mean of these
readings was 0o2 porconto The naxiiatam deviation was 0»6 poroont,
The sources of syston er3X>r in the "4f" deter-ainatlon
are the following:
lo Different delays in the detector and marker
channels
«
2» Frequency calibration errors in the comrminication
recoivero
The heterodyne marker system depends upon the
identification of a moment of time (a position on the cathode
ray scope) with a fa?oquoncy and a transmission ratio* If the
time delays in the marker channel are different from the time
delays in the response channel an error v;ill exist if the
frequency sweep is not linear with respect to the time sweep
«
It was suspected that the low sweep speeds used would aiake
any timo differences unimportanto This was proven by coupling
a small amount of the beating oscillator energy into the
transmission line ahead of tho cavity so that a small dis«
turbance was observable on the response curve » When this
disturbance was centered at the peak of the response it
Indicated that the beabing oscillator vjas operating at the
resonant frequency of the cavity. Any timo delay difference
would then show up as a shifting of tho center of the marker




The conmuncatioiis receiver tuning dial was calibrated
using a recently checked General Radio laodel 605B signal
generator. Stated frequency accuracy of this unit was ±1 percent*
This rolatively crude method of calibration was used because
a crystal controlled heterodyne frequency standard was not
available for general usso
combining the level and "Af" measurouient precisions
,
thv expected precision of the loaded Q determination independent
of system errors should be within ±2.0 percento To obtain
an e^erimental chock of the ovor-all precision, a sortie with
an unloaded Q of about 2690 at a frequency of 78lf> Hcso x^as
measured nine tiiaeso The mean deviation from the mean of the
nine runs was 1«1 percent and the maximum deviation was
2<,2 percent. Another sample with an unloaded (-i of about 600
gave a mean dt>viation from the mean of 21 readings of loll, percent
and a maximum deviation of 3o9 percent©
3o Data Conversions
Even if the loaded Q of a cavity is known to a very
high accuracy p the following are sources of error in con-
verting the data to surface resistivity values
o
lo Errors in measuring the transmission ratio©
2o Center conductor not positioned e.xiallyo
3l<. Center conductor not centered raciiallyo
I|.« Losses in the polyfoaia beads©
The povter transmission ratio is obtained by measuring
the power at the directional aoupler then replacing the
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detecting section with a barretter mount and measuring the
power at this point* The coupler has been calibrated using
the substitution method to an estiniated accuracy of ±0«if. db«
When the transmission ratio is abouit tho same as the coupler
ratio (2l|.o3 db) tho estimated accuracy of this detomination
is about
-tOo^ dbo The unloaded Q of this cavity is obtained
from the loaded Q by the use of the following relationships ^^^o
Qo = Unloadod q,
Qij = Loaded Q
T = Numerical power transmission ratio
When tho power transmission ratio is -20 db tho above
transmission ratio error introduces an error of about ±l„l|. percent
in the unloaded Q cora.ratationso The error is about ±0«8 percent
for «30 db and about ±0ol percent for
-lj.0 dbo
Beck and Dawson state that small axial misalignments
of the center conducto.? will result in different values of
loaded q, but, as the power tran mission ratio is also measured
for the same wire position, the unloaded q values will be the
sane. To oxporimentally verify this fact, measurements were
made with tho sample displaced from the position of maxiraora
couplingo lifhen the transmission ratio was reduced from the
maximum by 0.7 db, the loaded
... valuos differed by 2oC percent
but the unloadod Q values differed by only Oo7 percent. As the
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transmission ratio can. bo maximizod to within much closer liraits
than Oo7 db it can be concluded that there is no raeasureable
error from this sourcoo
It was planned to check the effect of radial
eccentricities on the measured values of loaded euid unloaded
Q but time did not penuite However, it is believed that, as
the ratio of outer conductor to inter conductor is quite large,
small eccentricities will have no appreciable effect on the Q
values or on the conversion of the Q data to surface resistivity
values e
As polyfoam is only about ^ percent polystyrene and
the beads are located at the voltage nulls the losses in the
beads should be quite low« As a i»ough check, the beads were
placed at tho voltage maximum and the Q of a high Q v/ire was
lowered only 3 06 percont at a frequency of 7 08 Kmc« This would
seem to indicate that the effect of the beads at the volbage
nulls is much less than the measurement precision of the systemo
It is expected that the total system error, considering
all of the above sources, should fall within ±3 percent and the
absolute error of the average of a nunibor of deteaprainations should
fall within +ij. percent of the true value o The measured surface
resistivity of a very smooth sample of a pure raetal will bo




Single Detoctor Coinparlson Systems
In order to obtain an indopendent check of the value of
loaded ^^ an attocpt was made to set up tho single detector
coraparison systemo The response curve of a circuit vjith a
q, of less than 10 starts to differ in shape from a response
curve of a liigh vi circuit© As many of the materials give
a loaded ^ of 700 or less at 7 Kmc the IP standard circuit must
operate at 0«1 Kmc or above o Even though distortions in
the coiuzion anplifier affect both signals in the sane vjay it is
desirable that the bandwidth of this channel bo several times
greater than the half power "Af" of the IP standard circuit©
To bypass the formidable gain beamwidth problem in the IF
anplifierp the output of tho switch was fed directly to the
detoctor and all gain was obtained at audio frequencies
«
For the IP switch a comi/iutator for the signals and a
shorting switch to replace the gas tube in the sweep generator
were ganged to a motor shaft <> Contact noise in the signal
commutatorp however
,
proved prohibitive so an electronic
switch (figure 10) was designedo A common plate circuit was
used in an effort to equalize tho distortion in the two ehannelSo
The response curves of thissijitch (figure 11) indicate that
its performance is satisfactoryo Figure 12 shows the IP
standard circuit* Loose coupling was used between the mixer
and the standard so that a signal generator could be substituted
for the mixor crystal for calibration without affecting the

loaded Co The voltmeter used for calibration was to remain
attached at all times « 1310 resonant frequency shifted
Oo5 Mcso durin:; a change in c, from 10 to lOOo The voltace
transfer ratio at resonance from mixer input to switch input
was O.Ol|.e VJhen work on the system was halted due to lack of
time, difficulties were bein^ encountered in obtaining
sufficient signal from the raixor in the comparison channel,
and in removing 60 cycle amplitude modulation from the boating
oscillatore
With a more stable and powerful beating oscillator
more attention to the mixer design and with more hum free
audio amplification it is believed that the system could bo
made to work even at this unfavorable frequency to Q ratio©
CONCLUSIONS :
A survey of the various methods of measuring cavity
Q v/as made and it was concluded that the heterodyne marker system
with a calibrated attenuator to measure relative power was the
simplest method having a potentially hlgja accuracy* A system
using a calibrated crystal was assembled and Q measurements having
a repeatability of ±l-| percent were madOo
An independent check of the accuracy of the system has
not been made©
RecontaondatIons ;
It is recommended that a stable variable attenuator of
low total insertion loss be obtained, calibrated and used for a





Deviation of the equation fox* the response curve
of a tuned circuit
e
Consider the simple RLC equivalent of a high Q
loaded cavity*,
The output load resist^ince is included in R so that the




Where (o is any angular frequency. The energy stored in
the circuit is:
W« = L I^ (2)
The energy dissipated per radian is almost eyactly:
Wr. =
R 1*^ R I*^
(3)

Prom Equations (2) and (3):




Prom EviUations (1|.) and (5)
(5)
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f + fo = 2f (9)
(f - fo)2 = |2 (10)
It £^f is defined as tho frequency difference between the
two points on either side of f^ having the same power
level:
2 \Sl = 4f (U)






l^?hen P = 1/2
^o / 1Q = -^ 1 - - 1 (13)
f I p
^o







All equipment should be operated one half hour before
any measuro:.ionts are taken so that all items will have ro ached
a stable operating conditiono Both klystrons should be
mechanically isolated from any source of vibration such as
blowers p etco Blox^ers should not be too close to the tubes
as turbulences in the air flow around t he bellows may cause
frequency modulation of the output* The amplifier in the
oscilloscope will have to be balanced occasionally as outlined
in the instruction book and the first 12AU7 in the vertical
amplifier may have to be selected for minimum hum pickup
o
The oscilloscope should be calibrated and Its linearity checked
at three points in each of the two lower attenuator ranges
after each major adjustraento The ratio of input voltage for
2 inches signal height to input voltage for l\. inches signal
height is designated as "s"«, Aaplitude modulation of the
signal from the SRC-i43X has been noted at some levels of
operating voltage and it should be varied in any effort to
eliminate hum» Hum can sometimes be reduced by reversing power
plugs in thoir sockets » The reflector voltage of the beating
oscillator has to be varied slowly when trying to locate a
mode and all fine tuning should be done iirith the cavity because
of the long time constants in the repeller supply filter©
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Great caro should be exorcised at all times to prevent any
damage to the calibrated crystal from either excessive r^fc
power or static discharges©
When looking for the resonant frequency of a new
sanple it uiist be remembered that there are three variables:
oscillator cavity timing, sample position and detector tuningo
Sample Preparations
The polyfoam beads should be no more than ij. or 5 milli-
meters thick and shoiild be secured to the wire with a minimum
of low loss coil dope. Two beads can bo used l/i\. wavelength
from each end of a straight stiff wiroo Three or more will be
needed for a warped or very flexible wire© The beads should
be rolled on edge under a slight ©mount of pressure to reduce
their diameter enough so that they may be pushed into tSie tube
without shifting their position on the vjire. A polyfoam
pixsher should be used when trying to locate the wire at e point
of maximum coupling* 3he pusher should not be left in the
tube during actual measurements « At least ths^ee samples of each
material should be used so that any inhomogeneities may be
detected* The sample length nay vary between 2 and 5 or 6 hsJLf
wavelengths* One ha3.f wavelength should not be used until
it haa been verified tliat exciting the very end of the sao^le
does not give erroneous results* Sauries longer than 6 half
wavelengths are not necessary and may give trouble due to
excessive attenuation of the wave between the coupling hole and
the end of the saii5)lee The sample ends should be square and
the various lengths of a sample should all resonate within one
or two percent of each other but greater precision is not
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necessary as the results can be normalized to a single fre-
quency*
Taklnp; Data;
lo Insert the saiaplo to a position of naxiraum power
transmission* Do not use the end position*
2« Peak up the detector tuning©
3o Position the wavoiaeter notch at the very peak of
the response curve* Record the resonant frequency
and do not change the wavemeter setting©
Ij.* Substitute the mode pattern for the response and
adjust the SRC-l+BX cavity tuning ^mtll the wavemeter
notch is at the center of the mode pattern* This
centers the response on the mode* If the crystal
is used for the detector the barreter may be used
for the mode monitor or vice versa* When the
barretter is used in either position the sweep
frequency should be at a minimum and the sweep arapli»
tude just enough to return the pattern to the base
line on both sides* ^is precaution Is necessitated
by the low upper response frequency of the barretter*
^a Replace the response on the scope and adjust the
pattern to l|." peak to base with the wavemeter detuned*
If the crystal is being used as th© detector keep
the peak voltage less than 0*Oli. volts or set it to
exactly 0*098 volts so that the crystal calibration
curvQsmay bo used* The peak level can be obtained
from the oscilloscope calibration data*
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6o Adjust tha horizontal gain to make the pattern
about 3" x^ldo at the half araolltude point o
7o Tune the vjavomoter to the peak of the response
curve, then replace the mode patterno Do not
touch the horizontal gain but using the horizontal
position control locate the base line and adjust
the mode amplitude to somo convenient value observing
the same precautions as in ^o Usins the wavemeter
notch as a reference, again center the mode and
note the amount of drop-off in ttio 3 inches selected on
the response curve© The ratio of the amplitude at
the selected point to the peak amplitude is designated
as "m" • The crystal correction factor is not
applied as the drop-off should be a relatively
small amount o
8<, Return the response to the scope* De-tune the
wavametero Check the V and 3" measurements setting
the extremeties of the 3" width at heavy lines on
the scope
o
9«. Replace the response with the markers from the
receiver being careful not to touch horizontal gains
or position controlSo The vertical controls may be
used© Tune the beating oscillator and receiver until
the markers appear on the scope o Adjust rofo gainp
audio gain, selectivity and phasing for the cleanest
markers and steepest leading edges o The loading
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edgas are on tho :ri^t as the sweep is from
right to lofto The leading edges should be placed
at the heavy lines selected in 8 using the oscillator
tuning control and receiver tuning* Read the
receiver dial and record for At twice the froquency
from the receiver calibration curves©
10 o The value of "P'» in equation (2) is the product
of "s", "m" and "c" where "s" and "m" are
defined above and "c" is the power level frcia the
crystal calibration curve corresponding to voltage
level "s"o
llo With the response curve on the screen, decrease the
sweep voltage amplitude as far as possible « With
mlninum vertical oscilloscope gain and enougji
horizontal gain so that the hum gives a 2" sweep,
adjust the repoller voltage of the SRC-it3X until
the lino is horizontal o The SRC-I43X is then supplying
a signal with a center frequency equal to ttie cavity
resonant frequency and with a very slight amount of
freqiency modulation. With a wattmeter, raoasure the
power at the couplor and at the position of the
detecting sectiono The ratio of these two poxTFers
times the couplor ratio is the transmission ratio at
resonance,
12* Unloaded Q is obtained by use of equation ( 6 )o
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13 • Q san bo normalized in frequency by laaklng use
of the fact that Q is proportional to the square
root of fr»oqu0ncyo
llfo The surface resistivity can bo approximately
normalized in temperature by making use of the
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